The complete voice trading solution
Mobility, agility, flexibility and compliance on a global scale

Uniquely different Addressing the industry demand for voice innovation
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The transformational
voice trading solution
Eclipse product suite:
Eclipse Turret
4 speaker channels
2 handsets
Playback at the turret
Voice recording included
Intercom
Business continuity with
no single point of failure

Full functionality
Full Turret capability including unique speaker
channel options - 12, 24 or 36.
Innovative technology
A fully distributed and flexible switching fabric
that can scale up and down from one to thousands
of turrets, future proofing voice trading
technology decisions.
Mobility
True free seating - Trader can use turret in any
compliant location - office, remote office and home
office. Easily deployed anywhere.
Highly scalable and flexible
Immediate deployment to new trading opportunities
and scale trading operations as the business dictates.

Eclipse Turret extras
Private wire gateway
Speaker units unique in the market,
up to three (12/24/36)
Headsets
External keypad
Fully resilient

Additional services
Integrated back office handset
Trade reconstruction and
Surveillance suite with
enhanced voice recording
Disaster recovery and
Business continuity program

Deployment options
On-premise
Hosted
Private cloud

Flexible cost and operating model
Global linear pricing with one user licence.
Benchmarked lowest cost of ownership with no hidden
3rd party licences. Turret as a Service (TaaS) options.
Minimal footprint
Taking up less space, using less power and easily
integrated into the workflow.
Integrated voice recording
Voice recording is provided as part of the standard
package and every call is captured regardless
of location.
Trade reconstruction
Integrated high definition voice recording enables
easy & efficient reconstruction and analysis of trades,
firms can respond to regulators more quickly & efficiently.
Global and local delivery
Global deployment supported by local help desk.
Fully managed service options
Planning and installation support as well as proactive
management of the live service.
enepath is the next generation Voice Trading solution
Designed by industry experts, utilising today’s
technology to provide the voice services that
the trading room needs, using a cost model
the industry asked for.

Enabling traders to operate efficiently and
confidently with ever changing market regulations
enepath is the complete voice trading solution specialist for today’s traders. Transforming
the way people implement and manage the use of voice inside and outside the trading
room. Focusing on Software as a Service rather than on proprietary hardware and
capital deployment.
Eclipse suite
The Eclipse suite of products provides a single, seamless telephony solution. It’s intuitive,
contextual and easy-to-use interface meets the needs and expectation of today’s traders,
accustomed to multi-channels, touch screens and tablets. Its multiple level of security for
users and devices ensure traders can operate anywhere, anytime with confidence.
Industry leading pricing The linear pricing model enables procurement decisions to be
made for today, without impacting future needs. With one global user license every eventuality
can be catered for, from reducing head count in one location through to embracing emerging
markets around the world.
Multiple deployment options enepath offers multiple deployment options including: on
premise; fully hosted by our global partner Telstra, on enepath or client hardware; private
cloud with TraderVoice software deployed in a datacenter using industry standard hardware.
World-class implementation and support services With the backing of Telstra’s longrunning business and cutting edge technology behind them, enepath’s clients can benefit
from a global support and delivery network and a superior customer service support.

Our unique architecture delivers reliability, speed
and quality of voice connectivity to the Trader
The Eclipse product suite includes the Adaptive Media Platform (AMP) that is designed to
deliver the most advanced technology and exceptional operational advantages including:
Voice is the new resilient data solution Delivery using Voice over IP (VOIP) via a fully
distributed architectural design, means there is no single call path to the desktop and local
resilience is a standard, built in feature of the solution.
Free seating delivers true mobility Any trader can log onto any turret and be presented
with their personalised configuration of keys, lines and features from any compliant location
globally, including a home office. The Eclipse turret can be used out of the normal office
environment subject to security policy compliance and connectivity. This can be an additional
benefit when considering disaster recovery & business continuity strategies.
Quality is paramount Mixer nodes provide the voice ‘engine’ of the AMP trading system.
They act as ‘hubs’ for any participants in a call and ensure that every participant receives the
best quality of call that is possible.
Built-in redundancy to ensure business continuity The Border controller provides the
mesh network of nodes that contribute to the redundancy capability of the AMP. The Border
Controller also allows trading positions in a multisite deployment to access lines that are either
local or remote to the system.
Integrated voice recording is part of the standard solution Built-in recording enables
voice to be securely captured at the gateway, with additional capture options at the turret.
Cryptographic algorithms are used to ensure voice record integrity. Extensive search and
playback facilities are provided as well as, subject to compliance, the ability to allow traders to
quickly playback their own calls from the turret.
Recording options include high definition voice capture; unmixed on multiple channels
as well as uncompressed, where this quality of data is needed to support efficiency or
compliance requirements.

Solutions:
Front office
Turret
Speakers
Standard Voice recording
Multi-channel
Intercom
Conference
Private wire gateway

Back office
Standard handset
Front-office / Back-office gateway
Pass calls
Share calls
Intercom
Conference
Private wire gateway

Compliance
Any phone system
Enhanced voice recording
Unmixed
Higher clarity
Integration with ASR
Soteria™ market surveillance
from Insightful Technology
Analytics

Touchscreen with
intuitive user interface

Smallest footprint available today for a full functioning turret
Supporting Traders at the office, home, traveling and for BCP/DR
USB Dial Pad for traders who prefer physical buttons for dialing
Supports 2 x Audio Device (USB handset/Wired or Wireless Headset)
Voice recording at Tablet or Gateway as standard

Voice recording, call
history and much more
as standard

Easy collaboration - single touch, barge in, intercom or broadcast from
any position
Broadcast and group-call for all internal and external calls as standard
Global free-seating
Minimum bandwidth usage
Trader control - shows missed calls, incoming, on hold & history at position
User programmable line, function and ‘soft’ keys
User able to program key
Extra line label descriptors if required
Dynamic function keys as standard
Optional on-screen control of dynamic speakers
Up to 38 voice channels (such as two handsets and up to 36 speakers)

Tablet specification

Capacitive multi-touch screen
Dimension: 305×204×13.5 mm (bare metal)
Intel i5 CPU Processor, Dual-Core, 1.6GHz
2GB DDR3 RAM
Built-in Storage 64GB SSD
Ubuntu OS
Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth
2 x 2.0 USB Ports, 3.5mm jack, SD Micro card slot and 4G SIM (optional)
Built-in mic and loudspeaker
110-240 50-60hz.dc 19V 60W
10,000 mAh capacity battery, 3-4 hours

Each tablet package includes

High resolution LCD display
Heavy duty USB handset with Mute switch x 2
Docking station

Optional external speaker
control module

12 channels per module, link up to 3 modules (36 channels)
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